Capgemini Fast CPQ for SAP
Customer Experience solutions
Accelerate the sales process and deliver B2B self-service at scale
Fast CPQ for SAP Customer Experience is a groundbreaking
solution specifically developed by Capgemini for quickly and
efficiently transforming your CPQ processes while mitigating
complexity and integration expenditures. The solution
empowers experiences that offer buyers intuitive self-service
capabilities, drive sales organizational efficiencies, and deliver
agility and value to the C-suite.
Designed with specific industry needs in mind, the Fast
CPQ for SAP Customer Experience solution leverages
Capgemini’s rich SAP expertise, streamlined processes, and
field-tested methodologies to deliver solutions customized
to your business. Fully integrated data flows between SAP
Commerce Cloud, CPQ, and SAP S/4HANA to enable seamless
configuration and quoting experiences that take advantage of
the massive opportunities that digital B2B commerce offers.

Features
• Streamlined sales processes
• Accelerated quote generation
• Total self-service capabilities via an SAP
Commerce Cloud portal
• Fully integrated data flows between SAP CPQ,
SAP Commerce Cloud, and SAP S/4HANA
• Complete configuration capabilities through
SAP ECC Variant Configurator data
• Quick and seamless master-data replication
• Scalable configuration engine
• Optionally manage and improve user
experience through SAP Qualtrics

Fast CPQ for SAP Customer Experience solutions drives
efficiencies through its programmatic approach, but it is also
flexible enough to support unique industry needs and solve a
variety of digital use cases.
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Diana logs into the site
and sees product
conﬁguration options and
pricing based on her
conﬁguration(s) as
deﬁned by the pricing
agreements with
SomeCompany

Diana submits a
quote request to be
reviewed by the
sales rep who
services
SomeCompany
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Diana uses the newly
created Commerce
branded site to
search for and learn
about products
SomeCompany
needs.
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Kimberly receives a quote
request email notiﬁcation from
the CPQ system OurCustomer
uses to handle their complex
product conﬁguration quoting.
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Kimberly begins her
typical day, reviewing her
current sales metrics,
account activities, and
email.
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Diane gets an alert that
her quote has been
returned to her. She
can view the updated
conﬁguration(s) notes
or discounts that have
been applied by her
sales rep.

Diana sees her order
was approved by the
purchasing oversight
department and is in
processing. She’s able
to log into the SAP Fiori
app and see the details
of her sales order.

Diana sees her
order has shipped
and can view the
updated status of
her order on SAP
Commerce or in the
SAP Fiori app.

The customer has accepted
the revised quote and
submitted their order.
Kimberly is able to see the
order in S/4 and her sales
metrics dashboard updated in
SAP Sales Cloud.
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Diana’s shipments are
received and
delivered to the
appropriate
department.
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Kimberly reviews the
quote request to see
what the purchaser has
put together, and what
the pricing looks like.
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She quickly puts
together the product
combinations in the
appropriate
conﬁgurations and
adds them to her
shopping cart.

Diana’s order ships
from the warehouse
and order status
updates are replicated
to Commerce.

Diana is happy with
her quote and places
her order in the
commerce site.
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Diana’s order is
complete. An
invoice is generated
for SomeCompany.

Kimberly’s discussion gives
her insight into additional
products SomeCompany
may still need. She creates
a quote in CPQ and
releases it to Commerce
for review.
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Knowing SomeCompany
values speed and eﬃciency,
she clicks the link in her
email to be taken to the
quote request.

Due to the high volume of
orders SomeCompany places,
Kimberly typically adds a 5%
discount to orders over a
certain size. Since this quote is
large enough, she updates the
quote request with a 5%
discount and sends it back to
Commerce where it can be
reviewed by the customer.

Kimberly reaches out to her
purchasing contact at
SomeCompany to make
sure they have everything
they need and are satisﬁed
with their purchase.

Kimberly is able to see
her updated sales
metrics after the
acceptance of her
quote and order
placement in
Commerce.
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About
Capgemini

The information contained herein is provided for general informational
purposes only and does not create a professional or advisory relationship.
It is provided without warranty or assurance of any kind.

Capgemini is a global leader in consulting, digital transformation,
technology and engineering services. The Group is at the forefront of
innovation to address the entire breadth of clients’ opportunities in the
evolving world of cloud, digital and platforms. Building on its strong
50-year+ heritage and deep industry-specific expertise, Capgemini
enables organizations to realize their business ambitions through an
array of services from strategy to operations. Capgemini is driven by the
conviction that the business value of technology comes from and through
people. Today, it is a multicultural company of 270,000 team members
in almost 50 countries. With Altran, the Group reported 2019 combined
revenues of $18.5 billion .
Learn more about us at

www.capgemini.com
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